Effect of Cold Work on Cavitation Resistance of an Austenitic Stainless Steel Coating
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Machining procedures of welding deposits are usual and result on cold work hardened surfaces. The cold work effect on cavitation erosion of an austenitic stainless steel surface is assessed. FeCrMnSiB coatings were processed by PTA on AISI 304 plates. Specimens were grouped as the cold work deformed surface (CWHS) and the undeformed polished surface (UPS) specimens. Top surface and transverse section of coatings were analysed for slip lines and hardness changes by light microscopy and Vickers microhardness measurements. Ultrasonic cavitation tests were conducted in accordance to ASTM G32-10. CWHS specimens exhibited slip lines and hardened surfaces while UPS specimens did not show traces of slip lines and had insignificant changes on microhardness. Cold work prior to cavitation indirectly increased the nominal incubation time and reduced the maximum erosion rate. Cold work increases the duration of the acceleration period postponing the onset of the maximum erosion rate and enhancing cavitation resistance.
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1. Introduction

The surface of hydraulic machinery is often eroded by a mechanism named cavitation. Cavitation erosion occurs when bubbles form in the liquid in regions where the absolute pressure is below its vapor pressure. Under these conditions bubbles collapse violently generating water jets and shock waves against the surface of parts1. Hydraulic components can be manufactured with carbon steel, austenitic and martensitic stainless steels (such as AISI 304 and ASTM A743 CA6NM)2-4 or even cast iron5-6. Parts are often coated with cavitation resistant materials in order to enhance service life or as a consequence of a repair procedure.

Cavitation erosion behavior of materials is often represented by the characteristic curves of cumulative mass loss (Figure 1a) and erosion rate (Figure 1b) versus cavitation exposure time. According to the ASTM G32-10 standard, data distribution allows to identify the three stages of cavitation erosion, i. e., incubation period, acceleration period and maximum-rate period. Notwithstanding, the boundaries of each stage can be diffuse, as perceived by the incubation period definition in the mentioned standard (the period in which the erosion rate is zero or negligible compared to other stages, A in Figure 1a and 1b), that leaves room for a subjective interpretation.

The cavitation resistance of a material is frequently characterized by the incubation period and maximum erosion rate7-13. Another less subjective parameter used to measure the initial period of cavitation and required in technical reports by ASTM G32-10, is the nominal incubation time (determined by the interception between the cavitation time axis and the extension of the maximum erosion rate line fitting, B in Figure 1a and 1b).

The incubation stage is of particular importance in low stacking fault alloys, such as MnSi and Co alloyed austenitic stainless steels. These alloys accommodate the impact of shock waves creating stacking faults and extending the incubation period8-10,14,15. In other metallic alloys, strain hardening during cavitation also plays an important role as a mechanism partially responsible for the magnitude of the incubation period16. Therefore, the ability of the alloy to accommodate plastic deformation can be associated with an enhanced cavitation resistance. That leads to the hypothesis that machined surfaces that undergo cold work deformation may have a detrimental effect on cavitation resistance, as a high dislocation density can be found on the surface, compromising the ability to accommodate further plastic deformation. However, literature shows that stainless steels with a cold worked surface exhibit an improved cavitation erosion resistance, associated with both an increase on the nominal incubation time and the reduction on the erosion rate11,12. Such improvement is attributed to an increase in hardness and resistance to plastic deformation11. The formation of a {1 0 1} // surface texture under cold-work may also increase the cavitation erosion11. The understanding of this apparent contradiction between the expected effect of cold
The study aims to assess the effect of cold work deformed structures on the cavitation resistance of a FeCrMnSiB austenitic stainless steel coating and to contribute to the discussion on the effect of deformed structures on the cavitation erosion behavior.

2. Experimental procedures

Coatings were processed on 102x50x13mm plates of AISI 304 stainless steel by Plasma Transferred Arc with the parameters listed on Table 1. A non-commercial FeCrMnSiB austenitic stainless steel (patent pending) was deposited. One layer composed of eight overlapping beads was produced. Before removing specimens for cavitation erosion tests, face milling was carried out at the top and bottom surfaces to guarantee parallelism.

Milling was conducted in a semiautomatic vertical milling machine under 300rpm spindle speed, 200mm/min feed speed and 0.2mm depth of cut increments. To obtain flat test surfaces the total depth of cut varied from 1 to 2mm.

Two similar sets of specimens were prepared, each composed of two groups, one corresponding to the as-machined surfaces, identified as cold work deformed surface (CWHS). The other, denominated undeformed polished surface (UPS), was further ground and polished to remove the deformed layer caused by the machining. Each set was composed of one UPS and two CWHS specimens (CWHS 1 and CWHS 2). The CWHS 2 specimens were used for
Table 1: PTA hardfacing parameters used to process the coatings on AISI 304 substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current (A)</th>
<th>Welding speed (cm.min⁻¹)</th>
<th>Powder feed Rate (kg.h⁻¹)</th>
<th>Interbead spacing (mm)</th>
<th>Gas type and flow rate (L.min⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7±1</td>
<td>Argon, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torch stand-off distance (mm)</td>
<td>Interpass temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Constritor orifice diameter (mm)</td>
<td>Powder feeding angle (°)</td>
<td>Electronode (W+2%ThO₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;200</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Setback (mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microhardness profiles are an average of three profiles with indentations every 0.25 mm, up to 50 μm from the top surface, Figure 2. To calculate the average hardness of the cross-section, substrate measurements were discarded. So were the outliers, identified with the aid of box plot graphs, considering a coefficient of 0.5.

![Figure 2: Cross-section of coating. Arrows indicate the rows of microhardness measurements and the fusion line](image)

Vickers microhardness measurements under a 0.3kgf load were also carried out at the surface of UPS and CWHS 1 specimens. Surface hardness as an average of at least 10 measurements was determined. In order to guarantee that the hardness measurements refer to the deformed layer only, the depth of Vickers hardness indentation was calculated by trigonometry as being the height of a square based pyramid. Vickers hardness $HV$ is the ratio between the applied force $F$ (kgf) and the area of impression $A$ (mm²), equation 1. The latter is dependent on the average diagonal of the base $d_a$ (mm) equation 2. By replacing equation 2 in equation 1 and solving for $d_a$, it is possible to calculate the average diagonal as a function of Vickers hardness and the force applied (equation 3). As the angles formed between the edges of the Vickers pyramid are of $148°$ (Figure 3), the depth of the Vickers indentation may be expressed by simple trigonometry relation, as shown on equation 4.

$$HV = \frac{F}{A} \quad (1)$$

$$A = \frac{d_a^2}{2sen\frac{136°}{2}} = \frac{d_a^2}{1,854368} \quad (2)$$

$$d_a = \frac{F \cdot 1,854368}{HV} \quad (3)$$

$$dp = \frac{0.5d_a}{\tan\frac{148°}{2}} \quad (4)$$

Ultrasonic vibratory cavitation erosion tests were performed by the stationary method with test conditions in conformance to ASTM G32-10: deionized water at 25±2°C, test specimen at an immersion depth of 15mm, peak-to-peak displacement amplitude of 48μm and standoff distance of 500±10μm. The tip of the horn used, Figure 4, differs from the standard and holds a total area of 2.75cm². Specimens were exposed to cavitation erosion up to 48hs. The variation of erosion rate with cavitation time was determined by numerical differentiation (calculated by averaging the slopes of two adjacent points), using OriginLab software. To clearly display data tendency, a linear fit was added to data in the maximum rate period, as well as a 2nd order polynomial fit to the acceleration period and a 4th or 5th order polynomial fit to the erosion rate versus cavitation time curve. The maximum erosion rate will be presented per unit of area to facilitate the comparison with literature results.
The hypothesis that the end of acceleration period in the CWHS specimens is marked by the complete removal of the hardened layer is raised and assessed. For that purpose, the mean depth of erosion at the end of the acceleration period is compared with the cold worked layer thickness. The mean depth of erosion MDE was calculated as described in ASTM G32-10, considering a stainless steel density \( d_s \) of 7.80g.cm\(^{-3}\), a cavitation area \( A_c \) of 2.75cm\(^2\) and mass losses \( m \) (at the end of the acceleration period) of 3.4 and 2.53mg, respectively, for the CWHS specimens, equation 5.

\[
MDE = \frac{m}{d_s A_c}.
\]

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Surface starting condition

Differences between the surface finishing of the two groups of specimens were assessed by light microscopy examination (Figure 5). The analysis revealed the presence of slip lines at the surface and transversal section of CWHS specimens, as expected following cold work deformation.

Vickers microhardness profile on the cross-section of CWHS specimens, Figure 6, shows a hardness increase towards the surface, associated with the surface deformation. The box plot graph of the cross-section microhardness, used to identify the outliers and to calculate the average microhardness of the undeformed cross-section, is shown in Figure 7.

Vickers microhardness of UPS and CWHS specimens, measured at the top surface and cross-section of coatings (as an average of cross section measurements, excluding the outliers), Figure 8, also illustrate the effect of cold work deformation. CWHS specimens exhibited a higher surface hardness, when compared to that measured at cross-section of coatings. The undeformed condition of UPS specimens resulted on a surface hardness closer to that measured at the cross-section, unaffected by the hardening at the surface. Assessing the penetration depth of the microhardness indentation confirms that microhardness at the surface of coatings is a reliable measure of the hardening caused by cold work. As observed and measured with an image analysis software, cold work affected a thickness of \(~100\mu m\) (Figure 5c), whereas the depth of Vickers hardness indentation (equation 4) on the surface of CWHS specimens is limited to a maximum of 5.35\(\mu m\).

The higher hardness and the presence of slip lines on CWHS specimens endorse the cold work hardening of the coatings. On the other hand, the similar hardness of UPS surfaces and cross-section of coatings together with the absence of slip lines corroborate the undeformed state of UPS coatings. Therefore, it is accepted that subsequent testing of these surfaces can contribute to the understanding of the effect of deformed structures by cold work on the cavitation behavior.

3.2. Cavitation erosion behavior

Cavitation erosion behavior assessed by the variation of the cumulative mass loss and erosion rate with cavitation time is shown in Figure 9 (Set 1) and 10 (Set 2). Specimens CWHS 1 and 2 are represented in different graphs, (a) and (b), to avoid superposition of data and keep legibility. As a base for comparison, UPS data of graph (a) is repeated in graph (b). The erosion rate versus time curve for UPS, CWHS 1 and CWHS 2 specimens is presented in graphs (c), (d) and (e). To allow direct comparison of CWHS specimens, the maximum rate periods of all three specimens are represented in figure (f), along with the linear fit equations used in the nominal incubation period and maximum erosion rate calculation, Table 2.
Results on Table 2 show that the nominal incubation time increases on deformed surfaces, in other words that the onset of the maximum erosion rate is delayed. Cold work deformation also contributed to a reduction in the maximum erosion rate, which is in accordance with the literature \cite{11, 12}. The cold-work hardening decreased the
maximum erosion rate for sets 1 (~32%) and 2 (~37%). Although this improvement in cavitation resistance is expressive, cold-work hardening was reported to reduce the maximum erosion rate of a UNS S31803 austenitic stainless steel in 80%\textsuperscript{11}. It is worth noting that the similar performances of specimens CWHS 1 and 2, in each set (Table 2), indicate a satisfying repeatability of the experimental procedures adopted.

Cavitation resistance can be said to increase because cold work deformation delays the onset of the maximum erosion rate and reduces its value. However, considering the incubation stage a slight reduction on cavitation resistance of CWHS specimens can be identified Figure 9(a) and 10(a). In both sets, the advent of mass loss starts earlier in CWHS 1 than in UPS specimens (6 and 12hs for CWHS 1 specimens of set 1 and 2, as opposed to 10 and 16hs for the respective UPS specimens). Both these findings remain in accordance with the literature that states an enhanced performance as the establishment of the maximum erosion rate is postponed, but also with the hypothesis of the negative effect of deformation previous to cavitation erosion that compromises the incubation time. These conflicting observations require further evaluation of the measured cavitation erosion. Detailed analyses of Figure 9 and 10 show that the main impact of the initially deformed structures is on the transitory stage between the incubation period and the onset of maximum erosion rate, the acceleration period. Cold work surfaces exhibit a magnified acceleration period (approximately 14hs for UPS, 24hs for CWHS 1 and 20hs for CWHS 2 specimens, set 1, and approximately 14 for UPS, 30hs for CWHS 1 and 24hs for CWHS 2 specimens, set 2). This stage is the key to assess the effect of cold work hardening on the cavitation behavior. As mentioned before the boundaries between each stage are scatter and the acceleration period might end-up being incorporated into the nominal incubation time or in maximum erosion rate. If initial mass loss during the acceleration period is considered negligible, it can easily be incorporated in the incubation period that will be assumed to have increased. On the other hand, if part of the acceleration period is incorporated to the maximum-rate period, results can indicate a false reduction in the erosion rate. Therefore, it can be shown that deformation of surfaces previous to cavitation erosion, as those caused by machining, result on an enhanced cavitation erosion behavior associated with the expansion of the acceleration period and the delay of the onset of the maximum erosion rate.

Results might suggest that the end of the acceleration period, when the onset of the maximum erosion rate is identified, is related to the removal of the cold work layer. In as much, it is important to correlate the erosion depth measured after the acceleration period and the thickness of the cold work deformed layer as identified on the transverse cross-section of coatings. The mean depth of erosion measured at the end of the acceleration period is approximately of 1.6 and 1.2μm for sets 1 and 2, respectively. These measurements are almost an order of magnitude lower than the total thickness of the cold worked hardened layer, indicating that the end of the acceleration period is not associated with the complete removal of the deformed layer. A better understanding is gained if one considers the events taking place during the acceleration period that culminate on the maximum erosion rate. In the acceleration period the effect of erosion mechanisms accounting for mass loss is less relevant than the accommodation of the deformation induced by shock waves that impact on the surface. As the test proceeds, the erosion mechanism becomes more important until that, at the end of the acceleration period, a balance between strain hardening mechanisms and the operating erosion mechanism during cavitation is achieved. This balance accounts for the constant erosion rate that characterizes the maximum erosion rate in Figure 9 and 10.

Regarding the raised hypothesis to the effect of cold work deformation on cavitation resistance and to the
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Figure 9: Cumulative mass loss and erosion rate over cavitation time for UPS, CWHS 1 and CWHS 2 specimens of Set 1. Extension of the acceleration period induced by the cold work hardening effect complete removal of the cold work deformed layer being the trigger to the onset of maximum erosion rate, it is possible to state that:

Cavitation resistance is enhanced because cold work deformation magnified the acceleration period, a transition stage between the incubation period and maximum erosion rate;

The maximum erosion rate is reached as a balance between strain hardening and acting erosion mechanisms is established, event that is not related to the removal of the cold work deformed structure.

4. Conclusions

Under the conditions tested in this study, regarding the deformed structure produced by machining (cold work) on the cavitation erosion behavior of a FeCrMnSiB stainless steel coating, it is possible to conclude that:
The deformed structure produced by machining magnified the acceleration period during cavitation erosion, increasing the resistance to cavitation of the surface.

Cold work deformation anticipated the onset of mass loss during cavitation.

Cold work deformation postponed the onset of the maximum erosion rate and indirectly increased the nominal incubation time.

Cold work deformation reduced the maximum erosion rate during cavitation.

The end of acceleration period in cold work deformed surfaces is not marked by the complete removal of the deformed microstructure layer.
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